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Multi-Task Structure-aware Context Modeling for
Robust Keypoint-based Object Tracking
Xi Li, Liming Zhao, Wei Ji, Yiming Wu, Fei Wu, Ming-Hsuan Yang, Dacheng Tao, Ian Reid
Abstract—In the fields of computer vision and graphics, keypoint-based object tracking is a fundamental and challenging problem,
which is typically formulated in a spatio-temporal context modeling framework. However, many existing keypoint trackers are incapable
of effectively modeling and balancing the following three aspects in a simultaneous manner: temporal model coherence across frames,
spatial model consistency within frames, and discriminative feature construction. To address this problem, we propose a robust
keypoint tracker based on spatio-temporal multi-task structured output optimization driven by discriminative metric learning.
Consequently, temporal model coherence is characterized by multi-task structured keypoint model learning over several adjacent
frames; spatial model consistency is modeled by solving a geometric verification based structured learning problem; discriminative
feature construction is enabled by metric learning to ensure the intra-class compactness and inter-class separability. To achieve the
goal of effective object tracking, we jointly optimize the above three modules in a spatio-temporal multi-task learning scheme.
Furthermore, we incorporate this joint learning scheme into both single-object and multi-object tracking scenarios, resulting in robust
tracking results. Experiments over several challenging datasets have justified the effectiveness of our single-object and multi-object
trackers against the state-of-the-art.
Index Terms—keypoint tracking, context modeling, structure learning, multi-task learning, metric learning.
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I NTRODUCTION

I

N computer vision and graphics, keypoint-based object
tracking has been one of the most fundamental and challenging problems. Because of its efficiency and effectiveness,
keypoint-based object tracking [1] [2] [3] [4] is widely used
in video processing such as realistic scene reconstruction
[5], automated surveillance [6] and video compression [7].
Typically, keypoint-based object tracking involves three key
aspects: feature representation [8], object model learning
[9], and structured object localization across frames [10].
For effective keypoint feature representation, a wide variety
of low-level descriptors have been adopted to characterize
the visual properties of object appearance during tracking, such as SIFT [11], SURF [12], BRIEF [13], etc. Therefore, a key issue for robust tracking is how to effectively
make feature representation adapt to object appearance
variations across successive frames. Moreover, object model
learning [14] mainly concentrates on building discriminative keypoint-specific object models for effective keypoint
matching. Structured object localization aims at capturing
the global geometric structural properties of tracked objects
while ensuring spatio-temporal keypoint matching consistency across frames. Therefore, the focus of this work is
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on designing a joint learning scheme that simultaneously
models the above three aspects for robust object tracking.
More specifically, we propose a joint learning approach
that is capable of well balancing the following three important parts: temporal model coherence across frames,
spatial model consistency within frames, and discriminative
feature construction. As illustrated in Figure 1, the joint
learning approach ensures the temporal model coherence
by building a multi-task structured model learning scheme,
which encodes the cross-frame interaction information by
simultaneously optimizing a set of mutually correlated
learning subtasks (i.e. a common model plus different biases
) over several successive frames. As a result, the interaction
information induced by multi-task learning can guide the
tracker to produce stable tracking results [15]. Moreover, the
proposed approach explores the keypoint-specific structural
information on spatial model consistency by performing
geometric verification based on structured output learning,
which aims to estimate a geometric transformation while
associating cross-frame keypoints, such as a 3D pose or 2D
perspective transformation. In this work, structured output
learning is carried out over 2D perspective transformations.
Thus, we concentrate on the problem of structured planar
object tracking based on 2D perspective transformation estimation. In order to make the keypoint descriptors well
adapt to time-varying tracking situations, the proposed
approach naturally embeds metric learning to the structured
SVM learning process [16], which enhances the discriminative power of inter-class separability [17].
The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:
1)

We propose a multi-task joint learning scheme to
learn structured keypoint models by simultane-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our tracking approach. Given a template picture of target, we find the corresponding location across frames through feature
matching. Combined with multi-task and metric learning, a robust object model can be established to make structured prediction.

2)

2

ously considering spatial model consistency, temporal model coherence, and discriminative feature
learning based on our early work [18]. An online
optimization algorithm is further presented to efficiently and effectively solve the proposed scheme.
We propose a multi-object multi-task structured learning approach, which jointly models
the inter-object interaction [19] [20] while optimizing keypoint-based object-specific structural
SVM problems. In addition, we create and release a new benchmark video dataset containing several challenging video sequences (covering several complicated scenarios) for experimental evaluations, which is available at
http://zhaoliming.net/research/keypoint.

R ELATED W ORK

Object tracking is of broad interest and has been broadly
investigated [21]. Our work mainly builds on the following
two aspects: i) feature representation; ii) object model learning. We give a brief overview of the most relevant work in
each of these areas.
Feature representation. In the task of object tracking, it is
very important to choose an appropriate feature [22] [23] to
represent the object, which is effective enough to discriminate the object from the background during the tracking
process [24] [25]. Typically, keypoint is a common way
of object representation used in tracking-by-detection. For
keypoint representation, a variety of keypoint descriptors
are proposed to encode the local invariance information on
object appearance such as SIFT [11], SURF [12] and GO [26].
To further speed up the feature extraction process, a number

of binary local descriptors emerge, including BRIEF [13],
ORB [27], BRISK [28], FREAK [29], etc. Since the way of
feature extraction is handcrafted and fixed all the time, these
keypoint descriptors are usually incapable of effectively
and flexibly adapting to complex time-varying appearance
variations as tracking proceeds. Therefore, some work seeks
for the combination strategy for feature fusion. For instance,
in [30], Bouachir et al. perform feature fusion between
color distribution features and SIFT features. Petit et al.
[31] propose the hybrid methods which integrate Harris
corner keypoints, complementary edge and color features
in model-based tracking. Recently, the research focus of
designing local patch descriptors has gradually shifted from
handcrafted ones (e.g., SIFT) to feature learning based ones.
Deep learning based methods [32], [33], [34], [35] have been
proposed to learn highly discriminative features via convolutional neural networks.
Object model learning. Object model learning aims to
learn a set of keypoint-specific models for object tracking.
Typically, such models are formulated in the form of classifiers [36] [37] [38]. For example, Grabner et al. [39] use
boosting to learn classifiers online for feature representation,
which are used to establish correct matches of keypoints
across frames. Lepetit & Fua [38] build randomized trees
to classify all the individual keypoints extracted from the
object image. Usually, the appearance modeling methods
are trained without considering geometric information. In
practice, geometric information plays a very important
role in object tracking. Therefore, some work incorporates
various geometric constraints into the object tracking process. For example, Hare et al. [40] take advantage of
RANSAC [41] [42] [43] to compute the cross-frame homography transformations, which further work as discrimina-
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tive learning constraints within the tracking-by-detection
framework. Lebeda et al. [44] track a 3D object and keep the
3D features correspondences by validating a global epipolar
geometry model in the projected 2D observations. Cehovin
et al [45] use a soft constraint of affine transformation on
the local deformations of spatial neighbor patches extracted
from the whole target image. Vojir & Matas [46] propose a
neighborhood consistency predictor and a Markov predictor
on the results from multiple local trackers to figure out the
inliers and outliers. Wang & Ling [47] propose a geometric
graph matching framework to incorporate transformation
cues into the graph matching process.
Since object tracking is a time-varying dynamic process
in the spatial and temporal dimensions, it is necessary for
trackers to capture the spatio-temporal correlations during
the model learning process [48]. For temporal consistency,
much work resorts to multi-task learning, where the tasks
are mutually correlated and share dependencies in features
or learning parameters to enhance the performance of each
individual task. It has a wide range of vision applications
such as image classification [49] and image annotation
[50]. In [51], Zhang et al. formulate object tracking as a
multi-task sparse learning problem in a particle filtering
framework. For spatial consistency, structured learning is
typically adopted in an inter-frame geometric verification
fashion [52] [53] [54] [55].

3
3.1

A PPROACH
Problem Formulation

Given a planar object template image O denoted as a set
O
of keypoints {(ui , qi )}N
i=1 , the tracking problem aims to
dynamically estimate the localization states (characterized
by homography transformations) of an object within each
I
input video frame I = {(vj , dj )}N
j=1 . Here, ui and vj
stand for the keypoint locations while qi and dj represent
their corresponding keypoint descriptors. As a result, the
tracking problem is actually converted to that of keypointbased object matching between the template image and the
input frame. In general, a crucial issue in keypoint-based
object matching is to build an effective keypoint compatibility scoring function F (C, y), which is used to measure
the compatibility between keypoint correspondences C and
any possible homography transformation y. The scoring
function is supposed to have the capability of well capturing
the intrinsic spatio-temporal structure information during
tracking.
More specifically, the compatibility score for each keypoint pair {ui , vj } is calculated as sij = hwi , dj i, where wi
is a linear model weight parameter vector for a given template keypoint ui . Consequently, we have a set of keypoint
correspondences C = {(ui , vj , sij )|(ui , qi ) ∈ O, (vj , dj ) ∈
I, sij = hwi , dj i} with h·, ·i being the inner product. Hence,
the tracking task is accomplished by solving the following
structured prediction problem:

well adapt to complicated time-varying scenarios, the compatibility scoring function F (C, y) ought to be dynamically
updated to ensure the spatial model consistency within
frames as well as the temporal model coherence across
frames in a discriminative feature space. To achieve this
goal, we propose a metric learning driven spatio-temporal
multi-task structured learning scheme.
As for the multi-object tracking case, we need to take the
inter-object interactions into account. Therefore, we have the
multi-object objective function formulated as:

(yˆ1 , · · · , yˆM ) = arg max

M
X

(Fm (C m , ym ) +

y1 ,··· ,yM ∈Y m=1

X
Itrmn ),
n6=m

(2)
where Fm (C m , ym ) represents the internal constraint part
of each single object, and Itrmn represents the interaction
part between any two objects. More details of the term
definitions can be found in Section 4.2
To sum up, our tracking algorithm is mainly divided into
two parts: structured learning and structured prediction.
Namely, an object model is first learned by a multi-task
structured learning scheme in a discriminative feature space
(induced by metric learning), which is shown in the left part
of Figure 1. Based on the learned object model, our approach
subsequently produces the tracking results through structured prediction. Using the tracking results, a set of training
samples are further collected for structured learning. The
tracking process recursively run the above procedures.
In the following subsections, we give a detailed description of our structured learning parts, including structured
keypoint model learning, discriminative feature learning,
and multi-task learning.
3.2

Structured Keypoint Model Learning

In this subsection, we need to build the keypoint tracking
model by learning the compatibility scoring function during
the tracking process. Before describing the keypoint tracking
model, we first give the definition of the inlier set with a
specific transformation y:

H(C, y) = {(ui , vj )|(ui , vj ) ∈ C, ky(ui ) − vj k < τ },

(3)

where y(ui ) is the transformed location in the input frame of
the template keypoint location ui , τ ∈ R is a spatial distance
threshold, and k·k denotes the Euclidean norm.
The compatibility function is defined as the sum of
inlier scores, which is practically equivalent to the MLESAC
scoring function [56], [57]:
X
F (C, y) =
hwi , dj i = hw, Φ(C, y)i ,
(4)
(ui ,vj )∈H(C,y)

(1)

where wi is the model parameter vector for the i-th template keypoint. Φ(C, y) is a joint feature mapping vector
concatenated by φi (C, y) which is defined as:
(
dj ∃(ui , vj ) ∈ C : ky(ui ) − vj k < τ
φi (C, y) =
(5)
0 otherwise.

where Y is the homography transformation space (usually
generated from RANSAC). In order to make object tracking

Given T training samples {(Ct , yt )}Tt=1 (each Ct is the
hypothetical correspondences of the frame It , and yt is the

ŷ = arg max F (C, y),
y∈Y
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Fig. 2. Visualization of keypoint features using PCA. The 50 green circle
points represent the keypoints from 50 successive frames corresponding
to the same keypoint in the template (semantically similar keypoints).
The blue asterisk points represent any other keypoints, which are dissimilar to the above 50 keypoints. In figure (a), all the keypoints mix
together in the original feature space. In figure (b), there is a large
margin between dissimilar keypoints in current learned feature space.

homography transformation), a basic keypoint model can
be learned by solving the following problem:
T
T
X
X
1
min kwk2 + ν1
αt + ν2
βt ,
w 2
t=1
t=1

(6)

where αt is the term of structural loss measurement for t-th
training sample, and β t is the term of feature distance for
separating positive and negative keypoints. The weighting
parameter ν1 determines the trade-off between accuracy
and regularization and ν2 is also a weight parameter when
matching points.
First, the αt term is defined as a penalty function on any
other transformation y against the transformation yt of the
t-th training sample:

αt = [max{∆(yt , y) − δFt (y)}]+ ,
y6=yt

(7)

where [z]+ = max(z, 0), δFt (y) = F (Ct , yt ) − F (Ct , y)
is the difference of compatibility scores, and ∆(yt , y) is a
structural loss function which measures the difference of
two transformations. Following [40], we use the same loss
function ∆(yt , y) = |H(C, yt )| − |H(C, y)| based on the
inlier numbers. In principle, given a geometric transformation, the commonality between the template image and the
video frame is characterized by the transformation-specific
keypoint correspondence inliers (i.e., common matched keypoints between images). The number of these inliers reflects the template-frame overlapping correlation degree regarding transformation-specific keypoint correspondences.
Hence, ∆(yt , y) measures the differences of the templateframe overlapping correlation degrees associated with the
two geometric transformations (yt , y).
Second, the β t term is defined as a penalty function on
any negative feature dj 0 against the positive feature dj of
the matched j -th keypoint for current i-th object keypoint:
X
βt =
[max
{1 − Di (dj , dj 0 )}]+ ,
(8)
j 0 6=j
(ui ,vj )∈H(Ct ,yt )

where Di (dj , dj 0 ) = hwi , dj − dj 0 i is the difference of
keypoint scores weighted by wi . Here the β t term aims to
maximize the score difference Di between dj and dj 0 by a
margin of 1.

Discriminative Feature Learning

In order to further enhance the discriminative power of
the tracker and make the keypoint descriptors well adapt
to time-varying tracking situations, we wish to learn a
mapping function f (d) that maps the original feature space
to another discriminative feature space, in which the semantically similar keypoints are close to each other while
the dissimilar keypoints are far away from each other. This
procedure can be formulated as a metric learning process
[58] [59]. We then use the mapped feature f (d) to replace
the original feature d in the structured learning process to
enhance its inter-class discriminability.
Figure 2 shows an example of such feature space transformation. Before the mapping procedure, the object keypoints and the background keypoints can not be discriminated in the original feature space. After the transformation,
the keypoints in different frames corresponding to the same
keypoint in the template, which are semantically similar, get
closer to each other in the mapped feature space, while the
features of the other keypoints have a distribution in another
side with a large margin.
The following describes how to learn the mapping function. Given the learned model wi , the distance between a
doublet (dj , dj 0 ) is defined as follows:

Di (dj , dj 0 ) = hwi , f (dj ) − f (dj 0 )i .

(9)

For convenience, we assume that the binary matrix
pjj 0 ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether or not the features dj and
dj 0 are semantically similar (if they are similar, pjj 0 = 1).
Therefore, the hinge loss function on a doublet is defined as:

`i (dj , dj 0 ) = [(−1)pjj0 (1 − Di (dj , dj 0 ))]+ .

(10)

To learn the effective feature in our mapping process and
maintain its consistency, we wish to find the group-sparsity
of the features. So we utilize `2,1 -norm [60] [61] to learn the
discriminative information and feature correlation consistently. Since we use a linear transformation f (d) = MT d as
our mapping function, the `2,1 -norm
for the mapping matrix
P qP
2
M is defined as: kMk2,1 = i
j Mij .
Given all the keypoint features from the video frames
{It }Tt=1 , we collect all possible combinations of the features
as the training set, which is denoted as A = {(dj , dj 0 )|dj ∈
{It }Tt=1 , j 0 6= j, dj 0 ∈ {It }Tt=1 }. We obtain the binary matrix pjj 0 by using the tracking results (if dj and dj 0 from
different frames correspond to the same keypoint in the
template, pjj 0 is set to 1; otherwise, pjj 0 is set to 0). We wish
to minimize the following cost function consisting of the
empirical loss term and the `2,1 -norm regularization term:
T
T
X
X
1
βt .
kwk2 + λkMk2,1 + ν1
αt + ν2
,M 2
t=1
t=1

min
0

w

3.4

(11)

Multi-task Joint Learning

Due to the consistent relationships of objects in the spatiotemporal dimension, the tracking task is context sensitive
within frames. Jointly learning multiple related tasks has
been empirically as well as theoretically shown to significantly improve performance relative to learning each
task independently [62]. Hence, it is reasonable to bring
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Fig. 3. Example tracking results. Figure (a) shows the quantitative results
of the trackers with and without multi-task learning in the accumulated
number of falsely detected frames (lower is better), the tracker with multitask learning produces a stable tracking result. Figure (b) and (c) show
the qualitative tracking results. The blue bounding box represents the
location of the detected object, and the yellow line represents a keypoint
correspondence. In figure (b), the tracker without multi-task learning fails
to match keypoints correctly.

in the multi-task approach for our tracking task. During
the tracking process, the keypoints in the successive frames
{I1 , I2 , . . . } corresponding to the i-th keypoint ui in the
template image form a tracklet {v 1 , v 2 , . . . }. Based on the
observation that the adjacent keypoints in a tracklet are
similar to each other, the models learned for the frames
{wi1 , wi2 , . . . } should be mutually correlated. So we construct K learning tasks over several adjacent frames. For
example, task k learns a model wk over the training samples
collected from the frames I1 to IT −K+k . We model each
wk as a linear combination of a common model w0 and a
unique part vk [63]:

wk = w0 + vk ,

k = 1, . . . , K,

(12)

where all the vectors {vk }K
k=1 are “small” when the tasks
are similar to each other. We will estimate all the vectors
0
{vk }K
k=1 as well as the common model w simultaneously
in a multi-task model learning scheme. After considering
the multi-task case,the formulation (4) can be changed to:
E D
E
XD
F k (C, y) =
wik , dj = wk , Φ(C, y) ,
(13)
(ui ,vj )∈
H(C,y)

wik

where
is the model parameter vector for the i-th temk
T
plate keypoint, and wk = [w1k , . . . , wN
is the column
O]
concatenation of the model parameter vectors.
Given training samples {(Ct , yt )}Tt=1 , we introduce a
nonnegative λ1 as the weight parameter for multiple tasks,
so a structured output maximum margin framework [64]
is used to learn models, which can be expressed by the
following optimization problem:
K
λ1 X k 2
1 0 2
kw k +
kv k + λ2 kMk2,1
2K k=1
w0 ,vk ,M 2

min

+

K 
X
k=1

ν1

T −K+k
X
t=1

αkt + ν2

T −K+k
X

(14)


β kt .

t=1

k
where αkt = [maxy6=yt {∆(y
P t , y) − δFt (y)}]+ for the
k -th model. And β kt =
(ui ,vj )∈H(Ct ,yt ) [maxj 0 6=j {1 −
k
k
0
Di (dj , dj )}]+ where Di (dj , dj 0 ) = wik , f (dj ) − f (dj 0 ) .

5

To better describe the contribution of the multi-task
learning, the tracking results over sample frames with and
without multi-task learning are shown in Figure 3. From
Figure 3(b), we observe that the independent model fails
to match the keypoints in the case of drastic rotations,
while the multi-task model enables the temporal model
coherence to capture the information of rotational changes,
thus produces a stable tracking result.
After all the models w1 , w2 , . . . , wK are learned, we use
the last model w = wK to predict the result of new frame It .
We use the RANSAC method to generate hypothetical transformations. Based on the model w, we predict the expected
transformation yt from all hypothetical transformations by
maximizing Eq. (13). The hypothetical correspondence set
Ct of the frame It and the predicted transformation yt
are then added to our training set. We use all the training
samples collected from the results of previous T frames to
update our model. Then the above process is repeated as
tracking proceeds.

4

M ODEL S OLVING FOR O BJECT T RACKING

In this section, we elaborate the model solving process of
our processed multi-task structured learning approach with
applications to single-object and multi-object tracking.
4.1

Single-Object Model Solving

In this subsection, we describe the detailed optimization
procedure for single-object keypoint model solving for
Eq. (14). For descriptive convenience, let J denote the term
PT −K+k
P −K+k
of ν1 t=1
αkt + ν2 Tt=1
β kt in Eq. (14). We solve
the optimization in an alternating manner.
0
k K
Fix {vk }K
k=1 and w , solve M. Firstly, we fix all {v }k=1
0
and w , and learn the transformation matrix M by solving
the following problem:

min kMk2,1 +
M

K
1 X
J.
λ2 k=1

(15)

Let Mi denote the i-th row of M, and T r(·) denote the
trace operator. In mathematics, the Eq. (15) can be converted
to the following form:

min T r(MT DM) +
M

K
1 X
J,
λ2 k=1

(16)

where D is the diagonal matrix of M, and each diagonal
element is Dii = 2kM1 i k2 . We use an alternative algorithm
to calculate D and M respectively. We calculate M with
the current D by using gradient descent method, and then
update D according to the current M. The details of solving
Eq. (16) are shown in the supplementary materials.
0
Fix M and {vk }K
k=1 , solve w . Secondly, after M is learned,
k K
let {v }k=1 have been the optimal solution of Eq. (14). Then
w0 can be obtained by the combination of vk according to
[65]:
K
λ1 X k
w0 =
v ,
(17)
K k=1

where the proof can be found in our supplementary materials.
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Algorithm 1: Online Optimization for Single Object
Tracking

For any two templates m and n, their transformations are
ym and yn , through the homography transformation, we
define their overlapping ratio as the IoU (intersection over
union) between two quadrangles denoted by U (ym , yn ).
Along with the transformation in the t-th frame, we think
the keypoints located in the overlapping regions possess a
lower matching confidence than the other keypoints. So the
interaction part is formulated as:
D
E
X
m
Itrmn =µ1
g(λi ) wikm , dj +µ2 ψ o (yt−1
, ym )

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: Input frame It and previous models {w1 , . . . , wK }
Output: The predicted transformation yt , updated models and
mapping matrix for metric learning
/* The structured prediction part
*/
Calculate the correspondences Ct based on the model wK ;
Estimate hypothetical transformations y using RANSAC on Ct ;
Calculate the inlier set of each y using Eq. (3);
Predict the expected yt by maximizing Eq. (13);
/* The structured learning part
*/
Collect the training samples {(Ct−k , yt−k )}K−1
;
k=0
repeat
Calculate w̄ according to Eq. (14);
for k = 1, . . . , K do
Update each model wk using Eq. (19)
end
Update the mapping matrix M by solving Eq. (16);
until Alternating optimization convergence;
return yt , {w1 , . . . , wK } and M;

k K
Fix M and w0 , solve {vk }K
k=1 . Finally, {v }k=1 can be
learned one by one using gradient descent method. In fact,
we learnPwk = w0 + vk instead of vk for convenience. Let
K
1
k
k
w̄ = K
k=1 w be the average vector of all w . Then the
k
optimization problem for each w can be rewritten as:

min ρ1 kwk k2 + ρ2 kwk − w̄k2 + J
wk

(18)

where ρ1 = λ1 /(λ1 + 1) and ρ2 = λ21 /(λ1 + 1).
Given training samples {(Ct−k , yt−k )}K−1
k=0 at time t, the
sub-gradient of Eq. (18) with respect to wk is calculated, and
we perform a gradient descent step according to:

∂J
1
(19)
wk ← (1 − )wk + ηρ2 w̄ − η
t
∂wk
where η = 1/(ρ1 t + ρ2 t) is the step size (the details of the
term J is described in the supplementary materials). We
repeat the procedure to obtain an optimal solution until the
algorithm converges (on average after 5 iterations).
All the above is summarized in Algorithm 1.
4.2

(ui ,vj )∈R(m,n)

(22)
where R(m, n) represents the keypoints pairs which are the
inliers of m but located in the overlapping region, g(λi ) =
1/(1 + e−λi ) is the sigmoid function, which adaptively
activates the weight vector of these keypoints. Moreover,
µ1 and µ2 are negative penalty parameters for enforcing the
interaction terms to be small. Specifically, µ1 penalizes the
keypoints located in the overlapping regions, and µ2 penalizes the large variation with respect to IoUs for two adjacent
frames. Therefore, their corresponding terms respectively
aim to discourage the overlapping keypoints from different
objects, and encouraging the temporal smoothness between
two adjacent frames. Therefore, these two parameters are
negatively correlated with the compatibility function such
that smaller interaction terms lead to a larger score. Here
X
m
m
l
ψ o (yt−1
|U (yt−1
, yt−1
) − U (ym , yl )| (23)
, ym ) =
l6=m

penalizes the large variation with respect to IoUs for two
adjacent frames.
Given the collected training samples {Ct , Yt }Tt=1 (Ct =
1
{Ct , . . . , CtM } are the hypothesis correspondences and
Yt = {Yt1 , . . . , YtM } are predicted transformations), the
optimization problem is expressed as:

min
0m

M 
X
kw0m k2

2

w
m=1
vkm ,Mm

+

Multi-Object Extension

K 
X
k=1

+

K
λ1 X km 2
kv k + λ2 kMm k2,1
2K k=1

T −K+k
X

T −K+k
X

t=1

t=1

ν1

αktm + ν2

β ktm



.

As for the multi-object case, we should give each object
template a homography transformation in the successive
frames. If we have M templates totally, the templates and
Om
transformations are represented by Om = {(ui , qi )}N
i=1
and ym respectively, where m ∈ {1, . . . , M }. We define
the compatibility function which simultaneously considers
the unary compatibility for each template as well as the
interactions between templates [66] [67] [68] [69].
For a particular template ym in the tracking process, the
compatibility function is formulated as:
X
k
Fmulti
(C m , ym ) = F k (C m , ym ) +
Itrmn
(20)

(24)
where αktm = [maxy6=yt {∆(ytm , ym ) − δFtk (ym )}]+ is
extended as multi-object version for m-th object, and here
k
k
δFtk (ym ) =P
Fmulti
(Ctm , ytm ) − Fmulti
(Ctm , ym ). The β term
k
is β ktm =
(ui ,vj )∈H(Ct ,yt ) [maxj 0 6=j {1 − Dim (dj , dj 0 )}]+
k
k
where Dim (dj , dj 0 ) = wi , f (dj ) − f (dj 0 ) . Again, the
unary optimization is similar to single object optimization, it
could be solved briefly by following the steps in Section 4.1.
Algorithm 2 summaries the optimization for multi-object
tracking.

P
where F k (C m , ym ) and n6=m Itrmn represent the unary
and interaction function respectively.
Specifically, the unary object modeling is the same as the
single object tracking case.
D
E
X
F k (C m , ym ) =
wikm , dj
(21)
(ui ,vj )∈

We have performed two sets of experiments to evaluate
our trackers. In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the
performance of the single object tracker SMM (SSVM + ML
+ MT), and compare it with the state-of-the-art trackers.
In the second set of experiments, we evaluate the multiobject tracker MSMM (Multi-object + SSVM + ML + MT),
compared with multiple single object trackers.

n6=m

H(C m ,ym )

5
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Dataset. We use several sequences in the experiments for
single object tracking. There are five sequences are from [40],
and the four sequences (i.e., “chart”, “keyboard”, “food”,
“book”) are recorded by ourselves. All these sequences
recorded in the natural scene cover several complicated
scenarios such as background clutter, object zooming, object
rotation, illumination variation, motion blurring and partial
occlusion, some example frames are shown in Figure 4.
Furthermore, to evaluate the performance under different complicated conditions, we also report the results on
a public planar object tracking dataset: UCSB [70]. The
dataset is relatively large and contains 96 video sequences
with complicated scenarios, including geometric distortions
(panning, zoom, tilting, rotation), nine levels of motion blur,
as well as different lighting conditions.
In the experiments for multi-object tracking, we use the
extra three video sequences (i.e. “interaction”, “twobooks”,
“twocards”, some example frames are shown in Figure 4).
These video sequences are recorded with several objects of
interest. On one hand, we use several single object trackers
to track the different objects as a baseline approach, on the
other hand, we use the approach proposed in Section 4.2
as the multi-object tracker. The detailed description of our
dataset is shown in the supplementary material.
5.1

Setup

Evaluation Metrics. We use the same criteria as [40] with a
scoring function between the predicted homography y and
the ground-truth homography y∗ :
4

S(y, y∗ ) =

1X
ky(ci ) − y∗ (ci )k2
4 i=1

(25)

where {ci }4i=1 = {(−1, −1)T , (1, −1)T , (−1, 1)T , (1, 1)T } is
a normalized square. For each frame, it is regarded as a
successfully detected frame if S(y, y∗ ) < 10, and a falsely
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1

Input: Input frame It and M previous models
{{w11 , . . . , w1M }, . . . , {wK1 , . . . , wKM }}
Output: The predicted transformation Yt , updated models and
mapping matrix for metric learning
/* The structured prediction part
*/
Calculate the correspondences Ct based on the model
{wK1 , . . . , wKM };
Estimate hypothetical transformations
Y = {y1 , . . . , ym , . . . , yM } using RANSAC on Ct ;
Calculate the inlier set of each ym ;
Predict the expected Yt by maximizing Eq. (20);
/* The structured learning part
*/
Collect the training samples {(Ct−k , Yt−k )}K−1
k=0 ;
repeat
for m = 1, . . . , M do
Calculate w̄m according to Eq. (24);
for k = 1, . . . , K do
Update model wkm using Eq. (19)
end
Update the mapping matrix Mm by solving Eq. (16);
end
until Alternating optimization convergence;
return Yt , {{w11 , . . . , w1M }, . . . , {wK1 , . . . , wKM }} and
{M1 , . . . , MM };

WZRFDUGV

Algorithm 2: Online Optimization for Multi-object
Tracking

7

FKDUW
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Fig. 4. The example frames in the single object tracking dataset. The
#0 frame is the first frame for initializing the template. In the single
object tracking dataset, the red boxes in the subsequent frames show
the groundtruth in these frames. In the multi-object tracking dataset, the
green boxes show the groundtruth. Figure is best viewed in color.

detected frame otherwise. The average success rate is defined as the number of successfully detected frames divided
by the length of the sequence, which is used to evaluate the
performance of the tracker. To provide the tracking results
frame by frame, we present a criterion on the accumulated
false detection number, which is defined as the accumulated
number of falsely detected frames as tracking proceeds.
Implementation Details. For keypoint feature extraction,
we use the FAST keypoint detector [71] with 256-bit BRIEF
descriptor [13]. For metric learning, the linear transformation matrix M is initialized to be an identity matrix.
For multi-task learning, the number of tasks K is chosen
as 5 and we update all the multi-task models frame by
frame. Weighting parameters λ1 , λ2 , ν1 , ν2 are set to 1. In
the experiments of multi-object tracking, we empirically
set the values of µ1 and µ2 to balance the three parts in
the compatibility function. The µ2 part is related to the
number of keypoints, so we simply set |µ2 | as the number
of keypoints. The µ1 part controls the contribution degree of
the interaction part. We empirically set µ1 to −0.6. Similar
to [40], we consider the tracking process of estimating
homography transformation on the object as a trackingby-detection task. Particularly, for multi-object tracking, the
RANSAC samples are too many to traverse, so we use only
the best ten RANSAC samples to calculate the homography.
We implement our approach in C++ and OPENCV. On
average, our algorithm takes 0.0746 second to process one
frame with a quad-core 2.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-2609 CPU and
16GB memory.
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TABLE 1
Comparisons with nine state-of-the-art methods in the average tracking accuracy (± standard deviation) on the UCSB dataset. The best result on
each categories of sequences is shown in bold font.
GPF
0.90±0.02
0.73±0.28
0.79±0.12
0.87±0.07
0.90±0.02
0.81±0.07
0.42±0.39
0.80±0.10

Single Object Tracking

We first evaluate the performance of the SMM tracker on
video sequences in which single object need to be tracked.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods. On the public
dataset UCSB, we compare our method with nine stateof-the-art baselines, including six planar object trackers
(Gracker [47], GOESM [26], GPF [72], SSVM [40], IC [73],
ESM [74]), and three generic object trackers (TLD [75],
KCF [76], and SRDCF [77]). The Gracker [47] method and
the proposed method are both keypoint based planar object
trackers. The results in Table 1 show that the proposed
method achieves favorable performances on such a large
and complicated benchmark dataset. We obtain the best
tracking results on most sequences except the categories of
“tilting” and “rotation” sequences. We also find out that
the tracker’s performance drops greatly when there are
very few keypoints detected in some dramatically tilted
or rotated frames. It probably results from the BRIEF descriptor, which is not rotationally invariant. For the other 84
sequences with challenging scenarios, the proposed tracker
achieves highly accurate and stable results with the help
of discriminative feature learning and structured multi-task
modeling.
We compare our approach with some state-of-the-art
approaches, including boosting based approach [39], structured SVM (SSVM) approach [40] and a baseline static
tracking approach (without model updating). All these approaches are implemented by making use of their publicly available code. Table 2 shows the experimental results of all four approaches in the average success rate.
As shown in this table, our approach performs best on
all sequences. Multi-task learning module guarantees the
temporal smoothness over the changes of object motion
and metric learning module learns a more discriminative
feature. And thus we get a higher average accuracy.
To provide an intuitive illustration, we report the detection result on each frame in Figure 5. We observe that both
the “Boosting” and “SSVM” approaches obtain a number
of incorrect detection results on some frames of the test sequences, while our approach achieves stable tracking results
in most situations (the curve corresponding to our approach
grows slowly and is almost horizontal).
Figure 6 shows the tracking results on some sample
frames. These sequences containing background clutter are
challenging for keypoint based tracking. Due to metric
learning and multi-task learning, our approach still performs well in some complicated scenarios with drastic object
appearance changes.

GOESM
0.35±0.41
0.90±0.18
0.79±0.14
0.88±0.11
0.99±0.01
0.36±0.43
0.12±0.22
0.52±0.31

KCF
0.90±0.03
0.67±0.33
0.66±0.18
0.55±0.28
0.92±0.01
0.82±0.07
0.28±0.18
0.77±0.10

SRDCF
0.92±0.03
0.68±0.33
0.59±0.24
0.88±0.06
0.91±0.02
0.87±0.03
0.66±0.15
0.83±0.07

TLD
0.79±0.13
0.62±0.38
0.65±0.18
0.77±0.21
0.58±0.42
0.65±0.33
0.33±0.34
0.64±0.32

Gracker
0.96±0.02
0.85±0.24
0.80±0.13
0.89±0.07
0.99±0.01
0.88±0.11
0.58±0.37
0.88±0.11

Ours
0.99±0.01
0.83±0.04
0.73±0.21
0.99±0.01
0.99±0.01
0.93±0.15
0.83±0.08
0.92±0.14

TABLE 2
Comparison with state-of-the-art methods in the average success rate
(higher is better). The best result on each sequence is shown in bold.
We observe that our method performs best on all the sequences.
Sequence

Static
19.7138
42.5000
81.1295
05.0267
88.1491
13.1461
27.8607
32.8173
08.5616

barbapapa
comic
map
paper
phone
chart
keyboard
food
book

Average Success Rate(%)
Boosting
SSVM
89.0302
94.1176
57.6042
98.1250
82.0937
98.7603
03.8502
82.7807
84.9534
96.6711
01.9101
53.0337
57.7114
62.3549
67.4923
85.7585
08.9041
55.8219

Boosting
SSVM
Ours

chart
1000

500

0
0

200

400

600

800

250
200
150
100
50
0

1000

0

100

Boosting
SSVM
Ours

200

100

0
100

200

300

400

Frame Index

200

300

400

500

600

700

Frame Index

food

0

Boosting
SSVM
Ours

300

Frame Index

-100

Ours
94.4356
98.8542
98.7603
88.2353
98.4021
77.5281
94.5274
99.6904
81.6781

keyboard
Accumulated False Detection Number

ESM
0.68±0.31
0.90±0.19
0.80±0.14
0.92±0.07
0.83±0.21
0.44±0.40
0.16±0.24
0.56±0.32

500

600

700

Boosting
SSVM
Ours

book
Accumulated False Detection Number

IC
0.29±0.25
0.82±0.30
0.74±0.21
0.73±0.29
0.68±0.39
0.29±0.37
0.07±0.22
0.41±0.34

Accumulated False Detection Number

5.2

SSVM
0.84±0.25
0.73±0.41
0.65±0.33
0.73±0.34
0.80±0.33
0.40±0.41
0.36±0.34
0.53±0.41

Accumulated False Detection Number

Motion Task
panning(6)
tilting(6)
rotation(6)
zoom(6)
lighting(12)
blur(54)
unconstrained(6)
Total(96)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Frame Index

Fig. 5. Comparison of three approaches in the accumulated number of
falsely detected frames (lower is better). The curve corresponding to our
approach grows slowly and is almost horizontal, which means that our
tracking result is stable.

Evaluation of Our Individual Components. To explore the
contribution of each component in our approach, we compare the performances of the approaches with individual
parts, including SSVM (structured SVM), SML (SSVM +
metric learning), SMT (SSVM + multi-task learning), and
SMM (SSVM + ML + MT, which is exactly our approach).
The experimental results of all these approaches in the
average success rate are reported in Table 3.
From Table 3, we find that the geometric verification
based structured learning approach achieves good tracking
results in most situations. Furthermore, we observe from
Figure 8 that multi-task structured learning guides the
tracker to produce a stable tracking result in the complicated
scenarios, and metric learning enhances the capability of the
tracker to separate keypoints from background clutter. Our
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#303

#388

9

#450

#556

#609

#451

#532

#472

#484

(a) the result for sequence “chart”

#277

#300

#400

(b) the result for sequence “keyboard”

#301

#350

#384

(c) the result for sequence “food”
Fig. 6. Example tracking results on our test video sequences. In each picture, the left part highlighted in red bounding box is the template image.
The blue box shows the location of the detected object in the frame. And in each set of pictures, the first row is the result of approach “SSVM”, the
second row is the result of approach “SMM”(exactly our approach). Our model has adapted to obtain correct detection results in the complicated
scenarios with drastic object appearance changes. Figure is best viewed in color.
TABLE 3
Evaluation of our individual components in the average success rate.
The best result on each sequence is shown in bold font. We find that
both metric learning and multi-task learning based approach obtain a
higher success rate than the structured SVM approach, and our joint
learning approach achieves the best performance.
Sequence
barbapapa
comic
map
paper
phone
chart
keyboard
food
book

SSVM
94.1176
98.1250
98.7603
82.7807
96.6711
53.0337
62.3549
85.7585
55.8219

Average Success Rate(%)
SML
SMT
SMM
94.4356
94.2766
94.4356
98.5417
98.6458
98.8542
98.6226
98.7603
98.7603
86.2032
87.3797
88.2353
97.2037
97.6032
98.4021
62.0225
61.1236
77.5281
73.6318
76.6169
94.5274
88.0805
99.3808
99.6904
71.5753
74.8288
81.6781

TABLE 4
Comparison of the proposed method with and without metric learning
by using BRIEF or SIFT descriptor
Sequence
paper
chart

BRIEF
w/o ML
w/ ML
87.38
88.24
61.12
77.53

SIFT
w/o ML
w/ ML
93.37
97.22
73.37
83.60

approach consisting of all these components then generates
a robust tracker.
From Table 3, we also observe that the tracker is very robust to illumination with the help of metric learning, but not
so much to rotation/viewpoint changes in some sequences

TABLE 5
Results of multi-object tracking between SMM and MSMM. We find that
multi-object tracker is better than several single object trackers
especially in the sequences “interaction” and “twocards”, which contain
plenty of interaction frames among all the frames.
Sequence
interaction
twobooks
twocards

Average Success Rate(%)
SMM
MSMM
67.1171
72.0721
67.1171
68.9189
55.4472
57.561
88.2927
89.7561
61.1607
65.4018
76.5625
79.5759

(e.g., “paper” and “chart”). The reason is that the BRIEF
descriptor is not rotationally invariant. Thus we use a more
powerful descriptor SIFT and evaluate the performance differences for the proposed method with and without metric
learning. The results on sequences “paper” and “chart” (difficult to BRIEF due to large rotation/viewpoint changes) are
reported in Table 4. We observe that using more powerful
SIFT descriptor achieves better results than the BRIEF one.
With the help of metric learning, the performance can still be
improved for both BRIEF and SIFT descriptors. Due to the
simplicity and efficiency, we use the BRIEF binary descriptor
for balancing accuracy and speed in the experiments.
In the experiments, we use all the keypoint features
extracted from the object for modeling and tracking. For
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#243

#359

10

#378

#483

#481

(a) the result of sequence ”twobooks“

#50

#143

#172

#180

#187

(b) the result of sequence ”interaction“

#223

#271

#253

#315

#627

(c) the result of sequence ”twocards“
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8
6
4
2
0
-2
0

200

400

600

Frame Index

800

1000

50

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

0

100

Frame Index

cases where the object is with a large scale and consists of
a significant number of feature points and descriptors, we
utilize a feature pool for efficiency and explore the influence
of different sizes of feature pools. Specifically, we keep the
top N strongest keypoints with high response scores from
keypoint detector. The results shown in Table 6 indicate
that using a smaller feature pool size leads to a better
performance. That is probably because keypoint selection
(guided by detection response) can reduce the influence
of noisy keypoints and refine the keypoint model learning
process. In the case of large objects, we can decrease the
feature pool size for tracking. In the current experiments, we
just use all the keypoints in the experiments for simplicity.

200

Frame Index

700

Fig. 8. Evaluation of our individual components in the accumulated
number of falsely detected frames (lower is better). We observe that
both metric learning and multi-task learning can improve the robustness
of the tracker.

MSMM
SMM

twocards 1st sample

400

MSMM
SMM

300

200

100

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Frame Index

Accumulated Wrong Detection Number

12

interaction 1st sample

70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
-5

Accumulated Wrong Detection Number

14

Accumulated Wrong Detection Number

Accumulated False Detection Number

16

SSVM
SML
SMT
SMM

food
100

Accumulated False Detection Number

SSVM
SML
SMT
SMM

comic
18

Accumulated Wrong Detection Number

Fig. 7. Example multi-object tracking results, in each set of pictures, first row is the result of SMM, second row is the result of MSMM. In each
picture, the tracked objects are in the bounding box (for two-object video sequence, the object is bounded by green and red box; for three-object
video sequence, the object is bounded by blue, red and green box respectively), the number under the picture is the frame number in the sequence.
Figure is best viewed in color.
interaction 2nd sample

75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
-5
0

100

MSMM
SMM

200

Frame Index
twocards 2nd sample

MSMM
SMM

200

100

0

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Frame Index

Fig. 9. Evaluation of multi-object tracker and several single object
trackers in the accumulated number of falsely detected frames(lower
is better). We observe that the SMM tracker obtains a higher incorrect
detection number with the increase of frame number.

5.3

Multi-Object Tracking

In the multi-object experiment, we compare the SMM
tracker and MSMM tracker in the three multi-object sequences (i.e. “interaction”, “twobooks”, “twocards”). We
evaluate the trackers by measuring the accuracy and accumulated number of falsely detected frames, Table 5 gives
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TABLE 6
Results of using different sizes of descriptor pools.
Sequence
Comic
Chart
Food

N = 100
98.85
77.52
99.69

N = 75
99.47
79.89
99.69

N = 50
99.79
85.73
100

N = 30
99.58
83.93
98.45

the experiment results.
From Table 5, we find out that the MSMM tracker
achieves a better performance than the SMM tracker
throughout the three datasets. Especially in the sequence
“interaction” and “twocards”, there are plenty of object
interactions among all the frames. As a result, the MSMM
tracker obtain more robust tracking results, and the tracking
accuracy for MSMM is about 5 percent higher than SMM.
Moreover, in the sequence “twobooks”, it is challenging to
track the objects because of object vanishment in several
frames. Numbers of accumulated wrong detections for each
video sequence are shown in Figure 9. From Figure 9, we
observe that the MSMM tracker obtains lower accumulative
detection errors as tracking proceeds.
To provide an intuitive illustration, we show tracking results on some example frames in Figure 7. From Figure 7, we
observe that the proposed MSMM tracker achieves a more
accurate and stable tracking performance when occlusions
take place.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented novel and robust keypoint
trackers by solving a multi-task structured output optimization problem driven by metric learning. Our joint learning approach has simultaneously considered spatial model
consistency, temporal model coherence, and discriminative
feature construction during the tracking process. We have
shown in extensive experiments that structured learning
based on geometric verification has modeled the spatial
model consistency to generate a robust tracker in most
scenarios; multi-task structured learning has characterized
the temporal model coherence to produce stable tracking
results even in complicated scenarios with drastic changes;
metric learning enhances the discriminability of the tracker
by discriminative feature construction. Experimental results
on the single-object and multi-object tracking datasets have
demonstrated the effectiveness of our tracker.
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